LANDMARKS

AT KASATSART UNIVERSITY
KAMPHANGSAEN CAMPUS
INTRODUCTION

Kasetsart University Kamphaeng Saen Campus (KU.KPS.) is an institution of higher education to teach students, to provide academic services to the community, to continue and nourish national arts and culture. KU.KPS is located on an area of around 7,800 rai, and contains a lot of tourist spots which interest and impress both local and foreign visitors. KU.KPS has also sport facilities for those who are interested, for example, 9-hole golf course, tennis court etc. KU.KPS is located on tourist routes to interesting provinces for tourism such as Kanchanaburi, Ratchaburi, Suphanburi and Ayutthaya. In KU.KPS, there are a large number of places for both agriculture and ecological tourism. Some places are complete and others are under development. If these are fully developed, KU.KPS will be potential to enhance Thailand’s tourist industry.

This report is intended to depict landmark of KU.KPS according to such saying as “only a picture represents beyond thousand words”
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INTRODUCTION
Kasatsart University, Kamphaeng Saen Campus is one of the top universities in Thailand, known for its commitment to excellence in education, research, and community development. The university's extensive facilities and resources make it a hub for academic excellence and innovation. The campus is well-equipped with modern infrastructure and state-of-the-art laboratories, providing students with the best possible learning environment. This presentation aims to showcase the significant landmarks and attractions of Kasatsart University, Kamphaeng Saen Campus, highlighting the university's contribution to the local and global communities.

BOTANICAL GARDEN 80TH BIRTHDAY
COMMENORATION PARK (DREAM WORLD)

In celebration of Kasatsart University's 80th birthday, the botanical garden and Dream World park were established. These landmarks offer a serene environment for relaxation and contemplation, surrounded by lush greenery and scenic views.

OBLIQUE - DRIVE STREET

Oblique Drive Street is a unique and picturesque feature of the campus, offering a scenic route for strolling or cycling. This street is perfect for taking a leisurely walk or photo opportunities, capturing the beauty of the university's landscape.

LANDMARK FACILITY SOLUTIONS
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